1910’s Goldsmith 48X Full Web
Just about perfect……………………………………..………...…….............................................…$1,500

c. 1926 Eddie Collins Reach ECA
This is a top of the line Eddie Collins Reach ECA
glove. It is very high quality and was one of Reach’s
best models in 1926. It has rolled leather piping, a
nice Reach tag and Reach incised button. The exterior
leather is thick and supple and features bold
endorsement stampings. It has been beautifully
relaced. The lining feels great despite some surface
checking. There are no holes up inside. The later
ECA models had the thick wrist strap so this one is the
earlier model………………………….…….....…$350

Walter Johnson Goldsmith Model G 1 Inch Web
This is one of the older and nicer condition Walter Johnson models. This 1 inch web
features the more difficult variation of the Goldsmith tag. The lining feels great. It’s
a model G and the catalogs say he endorsed a Model G (1913 below right) but
Christy Mathewson comes up as a Model G in other catalogs we have (1920’s left) so
I can’t date it exactly as Johnson was the Model G early (1910’s) and Model K late
(1920’s) and Mathewson was the Model K early and Model G late. Either way, it’s a
wonderful glove…………………………………………………………………$1,200

1920’s Winchester 2143 1 Inch Web
This is a nice big Winchester 1 inch
web. The lining has no holes and feels
great on the hand despite the surface
scuffs. The exterior leather is very
supple and has not been cleaned so it
would shine up nicely. It features a nice
black & red Winchester tag. Nice
feeling glove………....................…$300

1940’s Cy Young Hutch………………………………………………………...……............................................…$450

1940’s Jimmy (sic) Foxx Globe 456……………………………………………………………………................…$300

1928 Lou Fonseca Ken Wel 556
This is one of two Ken Wel pre-war 3 fingers I have been able to catalog in the last 20+ years. I
have only ever seen one other. It took me many years to find one better so this is now a duplicate.
This one has nice supple exterior leather but it has a seam separation on the back of the thumb. I
had every intention of sending it out to get fixed properly but never did. The lining is flawed and it
has never been cleaned. It is an extremely rare high end pre-war 3 model and far from perfect but a
great model nonetheless…………………………………………….....….…………….....…..…$650

1930’s Dizzy Dean Spalding DD21
This is a lower quality double tunnel loop model. It’s in nice condition with a nice lining. It has never been cleaned.
There is ink on the wrist strap and a name on the back of the thumb…………...……...........................................…$175

1940’s Pee Wee Reese Noah’s Ark V305
This is modeled off of the Denkert pattern it used for many private label companies and most closely resembles the
Em-Jay Pee Wee Reese. Noah’s Ark was an auto parts store and the stampings in the heel feature an ark logo, which
is what originally drew me toward this extremely rare brand. The glove is very VGish with no major flaws. It has
never been cleaned………………………………………………..…………………………………………...........…$75

1920’s J. Hans Wagner Horace Partridge 6G
This is a 1920’s J. Hans Wagner Horace Partridge 6G. The 6G appeared in 1919 as a full web but
this is the 20’s 1” web. It features thick rolled leather piping as well as a black and gold Horace
Partridge tag which is quite faint. The endorsement stampings are quite bold…….……….…$1,500

1930’s Charlie Gehringer Stall & Dean 8087……………………………………………………………………..…$450

1920’s D&M 1 Inch Web…………………………………………………………………………………………….$450

1950’s Del Rice Rawlings Catchers Mitt
This is a great model mitt made from the late 1940’s all through the 1950’s. This is super clean and shows almost no
use at all. It is all leather bound with a perfect tag and nice rolled laced web. All original and no real flaws, just one
dark spot on front…………………………………………………………………………………………...……..…$100

1910’s/20’s Pennant Catchers Mitt
This is a professional quality high end Pennant catchers mitt in beautiful condition inside and out. It features a perfect
black & gold tag. Lining is immaculate. All original with no flaws. Pennant catchers mitts are nearly non-existent
and this is about as good as it gets….……………………………………………………...………………………...$375

